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The Tuesdays with Morrie This composition is a stimulating depiction of an 

old mans encounter with death. It is a tale of the love involving a man along 

with his college professor Morrie Schwartz. More particularly is ill with Lou 

Gehrig's ailment or Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS); a disease which 

involves the neurological system. It has been declared that there is no cure 

for this illness, and the lone good which can emerge of enclosing it is the 

opportunity to say goodbye, also the opportunity to educate an individual 

towards the true meaning of existence and the chance to put back what so 

many have offered you. 

This tale captures the consideration and acumen of a man who only 

recognize decency inside his heart. A person who lived his time towards the 

utmost up until the very final breath of his contentedly fulfilled existence. It 

is a narration of a special union of friendship which has been lost for several 

years, but never gone and plainly picked up once again at a decisive 

moment of both Morrie's along with Mitch's lives. I suppose Morrie does 

precisely that, inside this novel and inside life. 

Inside the composition Tuesdays with Morrie there comprises two central 

characters. They are Mitch Albom and Morrie Schwartz. Every Tuesdays 

when Mitch was still in college, he along with his professor Morrie would 

assemble. They every so often would just converse about things, or 

sometimes Morrie would assist him with his school works. Seeing that Morrie 

is becoming extinct of ALS, Mitch and Morrie once more get together every 

Tuesday. At this point it is Morrie's concluding course. Morrie and Mitch 

assemble on fourteen special Tuesdays for their coaching. 

During the time when Morrie discovered that he had barely a few months to 

be alive with the fatal disease, Morrie started the final class of his existence 
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with Mitch life's supreme lesson. All the way through the last fourteen weeks 

of Morrie's being, Mitch assemble with him every Tuesday to find out and be 

aware of all of the perception and lessons of existence that were contained 

by Morrie. The weekly practice includes of lunch together with lecture. These

gatherings included pondering on the whole thing from the world when you 

come in it towards the world when you pronounce goodbye. 

From the connection that these two individuals had with one another, a love 

is discovered like no other love is like. Morrie imparts this with Mitch within 

the ending days of his existence and these vast lessons will be passed and 

experienced all over Mitch's life. 

I think that the one major part of the book were the cleanest words which 

were pronounced by Morrie could shape a person in several manners than 

one could elucidate. Such an attachment between these individuals is 

difficult to accomplish. The lessons which Morrie admired to edify were of his

personal familiarity with life. From Morrie, we discover that existence is most

happily encountered when enjoyed as well as satisfied towards its utmost 

ability. Following finishing high school, Mitch sustained his being without 

seeing Morrie, although not without considering of him on very countless 

occasions. 

After understanding Tuesdays with Morrie I experienced a sense of 

breakthrough. Morrie Schwartz was a person who has touched the souls of 

many. He will continuously be recalled for his honesty and his concern for life

as well as for love. These grand lessons were bursting of knowledge and love

which came intensely from within Morrie. This is not habitually that people 

who once had a tough connection with each other will come together after 

such an extensive phase of time, and when it is performed it turns out to be 
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a brilliant reunion. 
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